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SACD player/USB DAC and amplifi er
Made by: Sound United/D&M Holdings, Kanagawa, Japan 

Supplied by: D&M Audiovisual Ltd, UK
Telephone: 02890 279830

Web: www.denon.co.uk
Prices: £2799/£3199 (SACD/amp)

H
i-   companies marking 
anniversaries is nothing new 
– indeed, it seems something 
crops up almost every month to 

mark some celebration, from 25 years of 
the Bowers & Wilkins 600 Series upwards. 
However, few brands have the history to 
warrant an anniversary as signi  cant as 
Denon, for this year the Japanese company 
marks not merely its centenary, but a full 
110 years in business.

It’s doing so with a range of products, 
all carrying ‘110’ model numbers, from 
an AV ampli  er and a phono cartridge to 
the £2799 DCD-A110 SACD/CD player 
and £3199 PMA-A110 stereo amp we 
have here. Incidentally, the £499 DL-A110 
moving-coil can trace its lineage all the 
way back to the DL-103 of the 1960s!

APPROVAL RATING

The specially ‘tuned’ 110th anniversary 
series draws on existing models, notably 
the DCD-2500NE [HFN Jul ’16] and PMA-
2500NE [HFN Aug ’16] – and some items 
made for the Japanese domestic market, in 
the form of the DCD/PMA-SX11 and DCD/ 
PMA-SX1 ‘Limited’ models. The premium 
silver-grey graphite  nish sets them apart 
from the mainstream lineup, as does the 
‘110 Anniversary’ logo, and each unit 
comes with a certi  cate of authenticity 
stamped with the approval of Denon’s 
head engineer [see PM’s interview, p61]. 
Made in Denon’s factory in Shirakawa, 
Japan, these are not ‘limited edition’ 
models, but are available for a limited time.

Unlike stablemate Marantz, which 
believes in having all the digital work done 
by its disc players at this level, leaving 
its ampli  ers as purely analogue devices, 
Denon’s DCD-A110 player is just that – a 
player – with outputs on analogue RCAs 
and optical/coax digital. There’s no sign of 
any digital inputs here, let alone streaming 

capability, as there is on the Marantz SACD 
30n [review in HFN Jan ’21]. What you get 
is a player able to handle either SACDs or 
CDs, plus CD-R/RW discs carrying  les up to 
48kHz, or DVD±R/RW media with  les at up 
to 192kHz, and DSD64/128.

Beyond that, there’s not much to using 
the DCD-A110 player, aside 
from its ‘Pure Direct’ mode 
which switches off the 
digital outputs and display 
in the quest for better 
sound via less interference. 
However, there’s a lot of 
heavyweight engineering 
under the bonnet here. 
The player uses Denon’s SVH (Suppress 
Vibration Hybrid) transport mechanism, 
mounted low in the player, featuring a 
die-cast aluminium loader, hefty mounting 
brackets and an additional copper top 
plate to add rigidity. There are separate 
power supplies too, deployed for the 

digital and analogue stages, all the way 
back to dual transformers.

TALKING CLOCKS 

Meanwhile, conversion is in the hands 
of four Burr-Brown/TI PCM1795 DAC 
chips, with two per channel operating in 

differential mode, fed 
by the latest version 
of the company’s 
sophisticated Ultra 
AL32 digital processing 
[see PM’s Lab Report, 
p63], interpolating and 
upsampling incoming 
PCM up to 32x. The 

player also uses separate clock oscillators 
for 44.1kHz and 48kHz-centric inputs to 
suppress jitter, and dispenses with the 
DACs’ onboard analogue  ltering in favour 
of a fully-discrete stage of in-house design.

Like the player, the PMA-A110 ampli  er 
also uses Ultra AL32 processing and the 

RIGHT: DCD-A110’s mech [centre] plays CD, 

SACD and DVD-ROM discs. Intel Cyclone 10 DSP 

hosts Denon’s ‘Ultra AL32’ upsampling, feeding 

two TI PCM1795 DACs per channel [far right]. 

Filtering/analogue stage is all-discrete [top right]

‘The premium 
silver-grey 

graphite fi nish 
sets them apart’

Denon DCD-A110/PMA-A110 
A 110-year history makes Denon a record-holder in the hi-   industry – and it’s marking 
that landmark with an Anniversary series that includes this very  ne disc player and amp 
Review: Andrew Everard Lab: Paul Miller
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quad-DAC con  guration, though here it 
supports digital inputs running to three 
optical and one coaxial, plus a galvanically-
isolated USB-B port through which it can 
handle data at up to 384kHz/32-bit PCM, 
or DSD256/11.2MHz. There’s a MM/MC 
phono input too plus three sets of line-ins, 
and a direct connection to the power amp 
for an external preamp or AV processor.

Outputs run to just a single set of 
speaker sockets and a line output for – 
well, whatever ‘record out’ is for these 
days – plus a front-panel headphone 

socket. Tone/balance controls are also 
provided, with a novel two-stage system to 
deliver the shortest possible signal paths 
and reduce interference. ‘Source Direct’ 
bypasses the tone and balance settings, 
while ‘Analogue Mode’ allows the digital 
section to be powered down, as well as the 
small front-panel display if required.

DUAL MONO 

The interior of the ampli  er is dominated 
by two transformers [see pic, p61], also 
feeding separate PSUs for the preamp and 

LEFT: DCD-A110 [top] 

keeps its fascia simple, 

and not because it’s 

‘just’ a disc player, 

albeit one built on 

grand scale. PMA-A110 

offers defeatable tone 

controls, and both the 

digital inputs and the 

small display can be 

switched off

power amp sections, 
with two large 
capacitors mounted 
to the rear of the 
chassis and the 
power amp being 
of symmetrical dual 
mono construction. 
It follows Denon’s 
familiar Ultra-High 
Current design, 
using just a pair of 
push/pull devices 

in place of the multiple power transistors 
more common in amps of this kind, and is 
derived from the SX-series ampli  ers.

The power output here is quoted as 
80W/8ohm, rising to 160W/4ohm, which 
may not seem massive in the great scheme 
of things, but it certainly proves more than 
adequate in use. Meanwhile the design 
avoids running audio signals through the 
front panel control circuitboard. Rather, 
the PMA-A110’s preamp section is located 
down the righthand side of the chassis, 
directly behind the input sockets on the 
rear panel, with control signals sent to it 
remotely from the fascia.

In common with other recent products 
released by Sound United stable, the 
Denon PMA-A110 also uses a two-stage 
preamp design, with the volume control 
directionally governing the gain of the 
 rst stage instead of merely attenuating 

the signal. The result is a huge reduction 
in noise and a boost to the S/N ratio when 
the ampli  er is compared to the company’s 
PMA-2500NE [see PM’s Lab Report, p63].

PERFECT PAIR 

Completing the set-up is a system remote 
supplied with both units, giving one-
handset operation of the two together. 
And they are clearly designed to be used 
together, not least because the 110th 
Anniversary  nish is going to stick out in a 
rack of either black or silver components. 
Fortunately, the two components here 
are not just impressive in their own right, 
but make a very convincing pairing. What 
they’re not is another ‘me too’ of the 

110 YEARS AND COUNTING

Denon’s 110-year history began in 1910, when American entrepreneur Frederick 

Whitney Horn, in association with Japanese partners, founded Nippon Denki 

Onky  Kabushikigaisha (the Japan Electric Sound Company) to make single-sided 

discs and gramophones for voice recording. Disc recorders were the mainstay of

Denon, as the company became known in the 1930s, for several decades, and its 

 rst professional recorder, the transportable twin-deck DR-148, was delivered to 

Japanese broadcaster NHK in 1939 in time for the ill-fated 1940 Tokyo Olympics.

But a Denon recorder made a very different kind of history when its DP-17K 

was used to capture Emperor Hirohito’s speech ending WWII. After two takes – 

the Emperor initially spoke too softly, to the consternation of NHK’s technicians 

– the discs were smuggled out of the Imperial Palace, in the face of army 

opposition. They were broadcast the next day, the  rst time the Japanese people 

had heard the Emperor’s voice.

By the late 1950s, as the tape and LP era dawned, Denon started making tape 

recorders, and in 1964 delivered its DL-103 cartridge to NHK. At that stage the 

focus was still on professional equipment, and the  rst Denon turntables – and 

later its inaugural CD player – were designed for studio use. Only in 1970 did 

Denon begin to make consumer products, and its  rst integrated ampli  er, the 

PMA-500, arrived two years later. In the same era, it heralded the digital audio 

age with the world’s  rst eight-track digital recorder. The size of several  ling 

cabinets the machine was, of course, delivered to long-term client NHK.
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‘The ’A110 has 
enough under 
the bonnet to 

power through’

ABOVE: Transformers [centre] and 71V/12,000 F reservoir caps [top] form the core of the PSU that

feeds a very low-noise preamp [far right] and dual-mono FET power amps [on heatsinks]. The innards 

look like those of the PMA-2500NE, but the two-stage single-ended amp is inspired by the PMA-SX11

Design Centre Manager, Takashi 
Arai, is very clear about his concept 
of the ‘perfect ampli  er’. ‘My goal 
is to make an ampli  er with a high 
speaker driving force – I think 
that’s all there is to it’, he explains 
modestly. Takashi-san expands, ‘For 
that purpose, the ampli  er’s output 
stage and power supply are critical, 
not only capable of supplying high 
levels of current but also clean and 
free of distortion and interference’.

In practice the PMA-A110 can 
trace its roots right back to the 
top-of-the-line S1 series from 1993. 
‘These were the  rst ampli  ers to 
use UHC-MOS (Ultra High Current-
MOS) devices – single FETs that 
could carry a large current. Initially 
we had to use industrial rather 
than audio semiconductors – my 
colleague spent six months alone in 
a dormitory in Kawasaki looking for 
high-capacity UHC-MOS devices and 
doing research on how we might 
use them for audio.’

The PMA-A110 employs 2SJ555/
2SK3307 FETs, as used in the PMA-
SX11 and ’2500 ampli  ers. ‘Yes, but 
it’s the driver stage for these power 
transistors that’s been worked on 
most, derived from our work on the 
’SX11. While the PMA-2500 used a 
three-stage circuit with resistors to 
set the operation point, the ’SX11 
and ’A110 use a more elegant two-
stage solution with the constant 
current source de  ned by diodes 
and transistors.

‘I believe our pursuit of “Subtlety 
and Power” and Denon’s new sound 
philosophy of “Vivid and Spacious” 
will carry us into the future.’ PM

young Louie Bellson pushes the band hard 
on his ‘Skin Deep’ opener. If you thought 
twin bass drums started with ’70s rock, 
then he has news for you!

Come bang up to date with actress/
singer Susie Vanner’s In These Shoes [Dolce 
Vanner, N/A cat no], and the Denon pairing 
gets to grips with the big, lush production 
job, which is pure showbiz, features the 
world’s least threatening versions of ‘Every 

Breath You Take’ and ‘Walk 
On The Wild Side’ and 
is crammed with detail 
in a glorious campfest. 
The music may not be to 
every taste, though fans of 
showtunes will surely love 
it, but there’s no denying 
the amount of information 

Denon’s 110th Anniversary combination is 
extracting and delivering here. Hmmm…

We’re on much safer ground with the 
Labèque sisters’ recording of Philip Glass’s 
opera Les Enfants Terribles, arranged for 
piano duet [DG 4855097], where the 
DCD/PMA-A110 pairing not only brings 
out the subtlety of the performances, but 
also shows a clean, taut rendition of those 
intricate Glass rhythms. Separating the 
player from the ampli  er shows that the 
digital end of the equation is playing a 
major part in all this information, but it’s 
the ampli  er’s ruthless control over the 
loudspeakers that develops the full magic.

recent upmarket Marantz pairings to pass 
through these pages [HFN Nov ’20]. The 
two may share common ownership, be 
made at the same plant and even have 
some technology overlap, but the two 
companies maintain their own sound.

 LIVE AND DIRECT

That’s clear as soon as one listens to the 
DCD/PMA-A110, for while the balance 
may lack a little of the rich 
warmth of stablemates 
such as the Marantz 12SE 
and Series 30 products, it 
has both a directness of 
communication and level 
of detail certain to grab the 
attention while the amp has 
more than enough power 
and grip to drive loudspeakers with real 
conviction. And while the sound is crisp 
and bright, it’s in no way overly brash or 
harsh, even when one plays recordings 
that are outside the brand-new, audiophile 
approved canon, whether sourced digitally 
or via the amp’s analogue inputs.

Indeed, playing the early ’50s mono 
recording of ‘Take The A Train’ from Duke 
Ellington’s Hi-Fi Ellington Uptown [SME 
Records SRGS4547] shows not only the 
player’s ability to extract maximum detail 
from this SACD release (in this case in 
DSD64 on a DVD-R disc), but also the speed 
and deftness of the ampli  er here as the 

TAKASHI ARAI
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LAB
REPORT

DENON PMA-A110/DCD-A110

Denon’s PMA-A110 is no ordinary 80W integrated. Its unique 
technical ‘  ngerprint’ begins with a very high – too high for 
modern line sources – overall gain of +45.5dB, but with its novel 
volume circuit still achieves a phenomenally wide 95dB A-wtd 
S/N ratio (re. 0dBW). Load tolerance is exceptional too, with 
its 80W/160W 8/4ohm power rating being met at 2x93W and 
2x180W into 8 and 4ohm loads. This ‘stiff’ PSU means that while 
there’s little additional headroom under dynamic conditions 
there is the current available (24.9A for 10msec at <1% THD) 
to support a full 95W, 184W, 346W and 618W into 8, 4, 2 and 
1ohm loads, respectively. So tough speaker loads will be driven 
with comparative ease [see Graph 1, below]. Finally there’s its 
unusual distortion behaviour – stepping up from a very low 
0.0009% below 5W/8ohm (the 100W idle draw suggests a Class 
A bias) to a higher 0.025-0.033% from 10W-80W/8ohm (all at 
1kHz). Only under dynamic conditions is distortion uniformly low 
up to the point of clipping [as illustrated in Graph 1].

Denon’s partnering DCD-A110 player offers a 2.34V output 
(a lower 2.07V with SACD) coupled with a deeply impressive 
111dB A-wtd S/N ratio, ±0.5dB resolution over a 120dB range 
and distortion that’s just 0.0001-0.0019% with CD and 0.00009-
0.045% with SACD (20Hz-20kHz). Once again, the latest version 
of Denon’s ‘Ultra AL32 processing’ reveals itself as an adaptive 
upsampling/  lter algorithm – with entirely transient signals it 
eliminates any pre/post ringing but trades this against an early 
treble roll-off (–1.6dB/10kHz to –6.7dB/20kHz with CD/48kHz 
media), while with continuous music signals the  lter adopts a 
steep roll-off (±0.0dB/10kHz to –2.2dB/20kHz). PM

ABOVE: DCD-A110 THD versus digital signal level over 

a 120dB dynamic range (1kHz, black; 20kHz, blue)

ABOVE: Dynamic power output versus distortion into 

8ohm (black trace), 4ohm (red), 2ohm (blue) and 

1ohm (green) speaker loads. Max. current is 24.9A

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

Continuous power (<1% THD, 8/4ohm) 93W / 180W

Dynamic power (<1% THD, 8/4/2/1ohm) 95W / 184W / 346W / 618W

Amp freq. resp. (20Hz-20kHz/100kHz) +0.0 to –0.18dB/–2.1dB

Freq. resp. (20Hz-20kHz / 100kHz) +0.0 to –2.3dB (CD)/–14dB (SACD)

Digital jitter (CD / SACD) 116psec / 22psec

A-wtd S/N ratio (Player/Amp) 111.1dB (0dBFs) / 94.5dB (0dBW)

Distortion (20Hz-20kHz; Player/Amp) 0.00012-0.002%/0.0004–0.014%

Power consumption (Player/Amp) 32W / 398W (100W idle)

Dimensions (WHD, Player/Amp) 434x138x405/434x182x450mm

That’s very much the case with 
Springsteen’s latest set, Letter To 

You [Columbia 19439811582], 
whether played on the DCD-A110 
in CD quality or fed into the amp as 
96kHz/24-bit  les from the trusty 
Mac: yes, there may be quite a lot of 
the ‘Stranger On The Edge Of Town’ 
stuff going on, but the revelation 
here is the immediacy of these 
‘recorded as live’ sessions. With the 
meaty Denon amp in the driving 
seat, this album sounds big, mature 
and pretty damn magni  cent, which 
is just as it should be.

DRIVING BEATS 

And that marriage of speed, weight 
and insight, allied to surefooted 
imaging and soundstaging, provided 
a great foundation for everything 
I tried. From the latest Faithless 

album, All Blessed 
[BMG 538627982], 
which  lls its 
shockingly short 
28 minutes with 
close-up vocals 
and driving beats, 
to John Wilson’s 
glorious second 
volume of orchestral 
music by Eric Coates 
[Chandos CHAN 
20148], in which he 
coaxes the BBC Phil 
into exuberant yet 

thoughtful playing. Similarly for the 
stirring ‘London Bridge’ and ‘Calling 
All Workers’ to the more re  ective 
ballet score for ‘The Enchanted 
Garden’. The sheer textural detail 
the Denon duo delivers is lovely, as 
is the effortless sonic picture it casts, 
the PMA-A110 having enough under 
the bonnet to power through the 
dynamics of the music with ease.

Make no mistake, both elements 
of this pairing are exceptional, and 
I can see the DCD-A110 having 
appeal to those wanting a  nal 
disc player with minimal frills – it 
certainly has a simplicity of purpose 
to match the solidity of its build. But 
it’s the PMA-A110 amp that’s the 
star turn here, whether you use its 
analogue inputs (including the  ne 
phono stage) or digital connections.

Denon’s engineers have again 
kept things simple, concentrating 
their efforts where they will have 
maximal impact on the sound. It’s 
this thinking that’s so apparent in 
the way these products perform.  

ABOVE: CD/SACD player [top] has optical/coaxial digital outs and analogue outs on 

RCAs. Amp [below] has MM/MC, a processor and three line ins, a power amp input, 

three optical, coax and USB digital inputs plus one set of 4mm speaker binding posts

The A110 player and amp are 
pitched short of high-end prices, 
not to mention the Japan-only 
stablemates informing their 
design, but Denon’s engineers 
have come up with something 
very special by focusing almost 
exclusively on sound-critical 
technology. The unique  nish 
means they’ll probably be bought 
together, but if you’re only 
going to buy one, make it the 
remarkable PMA-A110 ampli  er.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Sound Quality: 87%
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LEFT: System remote 

control governs both 

’110 components, 

providing access to all 

CD/SACD disc playing, 

amp input select, 

direct mode, volume, 

mute, etc, functions


